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The KEM+AE philosophy

Original view of RSA:

Message m is encrypted

as me mod pq.
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n-time secret key m; reuse m.
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Confidentiality:

Attacker can’t guess k,

can’t decrypt Ek (0; q); Ek (1; r).
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Server never signs anything,
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Attacker can send new queries

but can’t forge q or r .

Attacker can replay request.

Availability:

Client discards forgery,

continues waiting for reply,

eventually retransmits request.
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Server can now forget state.

Client sends packet r ′; Ek (2; q).

Server recovers state, decrypts.

Server sends Ek (3; r).
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C → S, S → C data flow

isn’t special; reuse k for

many packets each direction.
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Slice McEliece public key

so that each slice of encryption

produces separate small output.

Client sends slices (in parallel),

receives outputs as cookies,

sends cookies (in parallel).

Server combines cookies.

Continue up through tree.

Server generates randomness

as secret function of key hash.

Statelessly verifies key hash.


